TINYpulse Engage makes it easy to get actionable feedback from your employees and
create a happier, more productive workplace.

The Basics
Pulsing surveys: 
TINYpulse creates quick, onequestion
surveys and sends them to your employees each week.
Employees can respond using the link in their email or via
our iOS or Android app. We even send reminders to
those who forget to respond.
The most important part? All survey responses are 100%
anonymous, so employees can be 100% honest with the
information you really need to know.

Cheers for Peers:
A great
culture encourages
communication across the
workforce, not just between
employees and their managers.
Our builtin peertopeer
recognition platform lets
employees send kudos to their
colleagues whenever they do
something great.

Virtual Suggestions: 
Employees don’t have to be limited to this week’s survey
questions. Our virtual suggestion box lets them voice their feedback and offer solutions
for any issue that’s on their mind.

The Results
Your dashboard: 
Once you receive at least 5 responses (in order to protect
anonymity), your company results are displayed on a dashboard. It’s packed with data,
including response rates, average scores, and benchmarks to help you track vital
statistics and reveal trends.

Depending on your 
pricing plan
, you can organize your results by adding notes,
segmenting employees based on location or department, and filtering by additional
characteristics such as role and tenure.

Customization: 
Make TINYpulse work the way you need it. From your dashboard, you
can preview the next week’s question — and if you don’t want to use it, you can create
one of your own. Assign levels of administrative access to departmental leaders so they
can manage the results for their own teams.

Taking Action
The most important part of TINYpulse Engage is what you do with your results.

Private messaging: 
The big drawback
of anonymous feedback is that you
can’t follow up with the respondent —
unless you have TINYpulse’s private
messaging feature. With this tool, you
can contact employees about their
responses without ever knowing who
they are. Ask for clarity, additional
details, or suggestions to help you take
action on their feedback. They’ll feel
safe responding knowing that they can
maintain anonymity.

ShareBack Reports: 
TINYpulse
conveniently generates a special

report that lets you share results with your company. Employees can read survey
responses, Cheers for Peers, and Virtual Suggestions (but don’t worry, they won’t see
any private messages).
By being transparent and sharing the feedback you receive, you’ll spark dialogue with
your employees that can foster positive change in the workplace. You can also share
the wins from previous TINYpulse feedback, so employees know that their input is
making a difference.

TINYpulse’s helpful and convenient features will make it easy to engage your
employees and improve your workplace culture. By spending just a few minutes each
day, you can get realtime feedback that will foster a happier, more productive
workforce.

